Ambition synopsis
In Los Angeles, the Vignes and Forest Bank has a big problem—an overabundance of bad loans, in part thanks to a inept bank president, Peter Donovan, whose father, Charles Donovan, is also the bank’s chairman. Complicating matters, since a merger decades earlier, the Donovan family has faced opposition from one of the bank’s largest stockholders, the Leigh family, who are adamant to remove Peter Donovan from his position as the bank’s president.
Board members are fed up with Peter and his gambling addiction, and he is charged with fixing the bad loans problem. His solution is to establish a ‘loan disposal unit’ that will discreetly dump the bad notes, but he wants it away from the L.A. headquarters. The New York branch of the bank is his choice and all that remains is to select the best candidate from the L.A. trading floor. The man for the job is George Tazoli, who it so happens is dating Peter Donovan’s daughter, Samantha.
Sam, rich and spoiled to the extreme, concludes that her father is sending George to New York simply to break up their relationship. It wasn’t Peter’s intent, but the side-effect is welcome—it helps appease his wife Blair, a vicious snob and heiress to one of the country’s largest fortunes, as she loathes the lowly boy from East Los Angeles that her daughter is dating.
Rushed to New York, George’s apartment isn’t ready so Peter Donovan offers the use of his Park Avenue apartment for a few weeks. During his stay, George stumbles onto photographs and videos of his boss having sex with prostitutes in that very apartment. He must confide in someone—certainly not Sam—and chooses to tell his cousin, Draeger Garcia, a sleazy broker who has been trying to convince George to funnel the sale of bad loans through Draeger’s office and keep a portion of the proceeds for themselves. George has resisted the dishonest scheme, but with the incriminating materials now in their possession, Draeger insists—with blackmail they are protected. George finally agrees, and with Draeger’s help, they begin to enrich themselves by many millions of dollars.
Though living at two ends of the continent, George and Sam try to maintain their relationship, but when he needs an assistant, his cousin Draeger offers an idea that helps protect their scheme—hire Draeger’s sister-in-law Xhana, a Brazilian with all the right qualifications, and not just those essential for the job. Xhana is hired and in little time she begins an affair with George.
Then comes news that Sam is pregnant. She forces George into a secret wedding in Las Vegas, which George agrees to as it will secure his place in the Donovan family. But his true love is Xhana, and soon after his marriage to Sam, George learns that Xhana is pregnant as well. In the meantime, his offshore account continues to swell and Draeger insists that George take no action that might upset the loan sales and their increasing profits. So George continues to deceive both women, along with the bank.
When Peter Donovan learns that his daughter has given George a wedding present of two million dollars, he explodes and threatens to fire his new son-in-law. George panics as it would end the cash cow that he and Draeger had created. With incriminating photographs and videos in hand, George blackmails Peter Donovan and safeguards his position at the bank.
Oblivious to George’s infidelity, Sam buys a Los Angeles mansion for her new family and hires a renowned English interior decorator. When she discovers that he is a Viscount and heir to an Earldom, she decides that he is a better choice of husband than George. She hires an attorney and together they convince George to divorce her. He is reluctant to relinquish all rights to his unborn child but money talks, and they reach an agreement that makes George even richer. Besides, he and Xhana will no longer have to keep their relationship a secret.
Officers at the bank suspect that George is engaging in fraud and demand that Peter Donovan launch an investigation. George threatens blackmail again to keep the investigators off his back. Peter tries to make a deal but when George refuses to return the photographs and videos, Peter hires shady characters to have George silenced for good. It becomes time for George and Draeger to flee with the multi-millions they have stolen.
As the investigation progresses, it appears that Peter Donovan might be involved in the fraud as well, and when the U.S. Attorney’s Office summons him, he is shocked to find that a duplicate set of the photographs and videos had been left behind when Draeger Garcia abandoned his office. Horrified at the prospect of the material becoming public, ruining his marriage and career, Peter Donovan takes drastic measures with his life.
Meanwhile, George and Draeger plan their escape to Xhana’s home in Brazil, where as father of her child, George will avoid extradition. But first he must empty his account, obtaining enough cash to flee the country and transferring the rest to a Swiss bank. If he succeeds at evading the bank officials and thugs on his trail, he will be free to consider what he’s given up in his quest for wealth, and whether it was a sacrifice worth making.

